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Sliding Microtome

Description

Sliding Microtome  

Sliding Microtome Sliding Microtome is a standard sectioning instrument especially designed for
Research Laboratories for cutting sections of paraffin as well as celloiden embedded specimens. 

Sliding Microtome is having the advantage of vertical object feed by micrometer screw and cylinder
so rigidly held that perfect in mobility under the knife is ensured even when cutting relatively large,
hard and inhomogeneous specimens. 

The heavy knife block mounted on slide ways can be actuated entirely by hand. 

Sliding Microtome Manufacturer India, Sliding Microtome Exporters, Laboratory Instruments
Sliding Microtome, Sliding Microtome Suppliers, Buy Sliding Microtome, Buy Sliding
Microtome Online India, Didactic, Didactic Laboratory Instruments, Laboratory Instruments
Exporters India, Laboratory Instruments Suppliers, Laboratory Instruments Manufacturer.

Salient Features:-  

Sturdy built with streamlined body. 

Length of sliding track 27 cms.  

Cuts section from 1-50 microns in steps of one micron each. 

Equipped with sturdy knife holder adjustable to different ranges of sectioning angles. 
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Total excursion of feed 25mm. Maximum opening of the object stage : 31x26mm. 

Supplied in a complete wooden case with the following accessories - A Razor, One Glass Plate for
honing and three object holders. 

Contact JLab Export for your Educational School Science Lab Equipments. We are best technical
educational equipments manufacturers, technical educational equipments manufacturer, technical
educational equipments supplier, technical educational instruments, technical educational
instruments exporter, technical educational instruments manufacturer, vocational training lab
instruments exporter. 
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